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In this paper we ask how the culture of physics may affect physics teacher education. Our interest is 
motivated by the pessimistic description of the status of physics teacher education in the US reported by the 
Task Force on Teacher Education in Physics (T-TEP) (2012). We present the results of an empirical study 
that examines the culture of physics in Sweden. The main finding is what we call the physics expert model. 
This was the dominant framing that physicists and physics teachers used in our interviews to talk about 
physics teacher education. The goal of the physics expert model is to create future physicists, something that 
is clearly at odds with the purpose of physics teacher education (which is to create future physics teachers). 
We discuss the implications of the dominance of the physics expert model and suggest that our results offer 
an important explanatory interpretation of the chronic problems of physics teacher training described in the 
T-TEP report.  
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THE CULTURE OF PHYSICS AND PHYSICS TEACHER EDUCATION 
In this paper we ask how the culture of physics may affect physics teacher education. Our interest is 
motivated by the pessimistic description of the status of physics teacher education in the US reported by the 
Task Force on Teacher Education in Physics (T-TEP) (2012). The report describes the serious shortage of 
physics teachers in the US and the low quality of physics teacher education. The T-TEP report suggests that 
changes should be made in the attitudes of physics departments towards teacher education. In their summary 
of the report, Meltzer and Otero (2014, p. 635) recommend that: 

Physics departments should recognize that they have a responsibility for the professional 
preparation of pre-service teachers. [...] Physics faculty should encourage students to 
consider teaching as a career option and ensure that interested students receive assistance in 
pursuing this goal [...]Physics departments should develop a welcoming and encouraging 
environment that shows respect for the scholarship and practice of teaching. Physics faculty 
should encourage their best students to consider teaching and should promote teaching as an 
intellectually challenging endeavor [...] 

Clearly, there is little to object to in these proposals, however the T-TEP report points out that similar 
findings have been highlighted in various educational reports over the past 130 years. We believe it is 
therefore necessary to investigate why such changes have been repeatedly proposed but not implemented. In 
this study, we suggest that the success of any proposed action in physics teacher training will be intimately 
bound up with the culture of physics as a discipline (Cetina, 2007; Hasse & Trentemøller, 2008; Traweek, 
1988). We present the combined results of two empirical studies on the discipline of physics and show how 
the culture of physics may interfere with high quality physics teacher education. Our research questions for 
this study are: 

1. What properties of physics culture have the potential to affect physics teacher education?  
2. What effects might physics culture have on physics teacher education? 

METHOD  
This study builds on the results of our earlier work describing the discourses of physics teacher education 
(Larson & Airey, in review). Our original study was carried out at a large university in Sweden where in-
depth, semi-structured, qualitative interviews were conducted with three physics lecturers, three education 
lecturers and three upper secondary school physics teachers. The interviews were guided by three themes 



 
exploring the perceived purposes of physics teacher education. The analysis used Gee’s (2005) concept of 
discourse models as an analytical framework, which entails looking for what the informant has to take for 
granted for a piece of talk to make sense. The analysis resulted in four models that were used by the 
interviewees when describing physics teacher training. One of these, the physics expert model, was used by 
all interviewees and was found to be dominant in the interviews with physics lecturers and physics teachers.  

In the study reported here we have focused on this dominant physics expert model. After in-depth analysis 
of the original data set, we applied this model to a total of nine further interviews with physicists at four 
Swedish universities of varying size and research orientation. The nine interviews in this new data set were 
originally conducted for an earlier study (Airey, 2012) that focused on physics lecturers’ disciplinary 
literacy goals for their students. The analysis resulted in a deepened description of the culture of physics in 
Sweden as it relates to physics teacher training.  

RESULTS 
The physics expert model was generated in our original analysis (Larsson & Airey in review) as a way of 
capturing what we perceived to be the common, dominant, underlying structure of meaning in our 
interviews with physicists and physics teachers. In the model, the goal of school and university physics is to 
create future physics experts (see Figure 1). 

  
Figure 1. The physics expert model. The ultimate goal of both school physics and university is to create physics experts. 

The physics expert model was repeatedly used by physicists and physics teachers in our interviews to 
describe physics teacher education. The interesting aspect of this model is its contradictory nature when used 
to interpret physics teacher education. This is because the goal of the model is not to create physics teachers, 
but rather to create physics experts. When using the physics expert model, the role of a physics teacher is not 
perceived as a desirable identity. This can be seen in the following quote by a physicist in our new data set:  

To me it’s important that I am not a physics teacher but I'm a teaching physicist. I want to 
stay curious and learn more about physics and continue to use all the tools of a physicist.  

Being a physics teacher is here contrasted with being a physicist, where qualities of a physicist such as 
curiosity and creativity are seen as missing from the role of physics teachers. 

In all the interviews, lecturers talked about their students as future physicists, even though there were a fair 
number of future engineers and physics teachers in the classes they taught. This shows how even when the 
interviewed physicists were teaching courses taken by trainee teachers, they framed their responsibility as 
that of teaching physics. Becoming a competent teacher within the physics expert model is principally about 
having enough physics knowledge. Lecturers also suggested that learning to teach physics is unproblematic, 
as in the following quote by a physicist in the new data set: 

Interviewer: We’ve got physics here […] and then they have to go and teach […]at a different 
level. Do you see that translation as problematic?  
Lecturer: Of course it is important that they can do this, but I have the impression that this 
occurs quite naturally. That's not an issue I think.  

Here teaching physics is framed as coming naturally to anyone who knows physics. Teaching is neither an 
intellectually challenging endeavour that needs to be problematized, nor a skill-set that need to be learned.  

DISCUSSION 
As pointed out in the T-TEP report the lack of interest in physics departments in the creation of physics 
teachers has been a recurring theme for over a century. We believe that the persistence of this state of affairs 
becomes easier to visualise and understand using the physics expert model that we have described.  

Although the physics expert model makes perfect sense within the confines of a physics department, we 
believe that unreflected use of this model may have serious, negative side-effects for physics teacher 



 
education. These negative effects can be summarised in two points: 1.Teaching is an unnatural choice and 2. 
School physics is about creating future physicists. 

Teaching is an unnatural choice 
Since the physics expert model only values the creation of experts who will work at the frontiers of physics, 
any other type of career is viewed as a sub-optimal and puzzling choice. We suggest that using the physics 
expert model to interpret the choice to become a physics teacher leads to two probable explanations. The 
first, and most readily available explanation is that the would-be teacher is a second-rate physicist who 
cannot really cope with the demands of working at the forefront of physics. As the old saying goes “Those 
who can do, those who can’t teach”. Even though this deficit explanation has been comprehensively de-
bunked in recent research (Roloff Henoch, Klusmann, Lüdtke, & Trautwein, 2015) it makes perfect sense 
within the physics expert model. The second explanation is that the future physics teacher must be a self-
sacrificing altruist who chooses to give up a career in physics to “feed the bottom of the physics expert 
system”. This characterisation is deeply problematic because teaching is positioned as inferior to physics, 
with the role of a school physics teacher characterised in the interviews as inherently unattractive and 
boring. This, we argue creates problems for recruitment and there is evidence in our interviews that this can 
create self-esteem issues for physics teachers. 

School physics is about creating future physicists 
The second issue we see with the physics expert model is that it frames school physics exclusively in terms 
of the supply of future physics experts. The model ignores other curriculum goals such as scientific literacy 
(see for example Jidesjö et al. 2009) and in the process fails to assign school physics a useful role for the 
majority of students. 

The T-TEP report calls for physics departments to recognise their responsibility for physics teacher 
education, but also points out that not much has happened during the last 130 years. We suggest that the 
physics expert model used by default in by the physics lecturers we interviewed may be responsible for this 
lack of change. To improve teacher education, physicists first need to accept that the physics expert model is 
not an appropriate paradigm for the preparation of physics teachers. Without this acceptance, we fear that 
the latest attempts at reform risk being as unsuccessful as their predecessors. 
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